HOLD YOUR MEETING WITH US!

During the months of July and August, you are
welcome to spend your holidays at the castle.
Relax at this special retreat. Enjoy our cultural
and spiritual offerings. Discover the royal palaces, the Fünfseenland (the area of ﬁve lakes), the
Pfaffenwinkel region, and the local museums.

Each year, over 6,000 people attend conferences
held at the Evangelische Akademie Tutzing,
including some that are organized by companies, organisations, as well as educational and
research institutions on their own behalf.
We offer venues for retreats, seminars and
conferences.

With public transportation you can reach the
Bavarian capital of Munich in next to no time.

If you are looking for a suitable setting for your
meetings and events, we will gladly submit an
offer.

Evangelische Akademie Tutzing
Tagungsorganisation
Schloss-Str. 2+4 / 82327 Tutzing, Germany
T.: +49 8158-251-0 / F: +49 8158-251-137
Email: info@ev-akademie-tutzing.de

How to reach us
From the Munich central station take interurban train S6 (sublevel) to
ﬁnal stop Tutzing; alternatively, take regional train in the direction of
Garmisch or Kochel.
Walk from Tutzing train station to the Akademie: 10 minutes. By car,
get on the Autobahn A 95 in Munich and travel in the direction of
Garmisch until the Starnberg turnoff, then follow B2 to Traubing and
take the left turnoff towards Tutzing.
The Akademie only has a limited number of parking spaces. Hence we
recommend you use public transportation.
Timetables for interurban trains (S-Bahn) or regional trains:
www.bahn.de

Evangelische Akademie Tutzing
Schloss-Straße 2+4 / 82327 Tutzing, Germany
www.ev-akademie-tutzing.de
Blog: web.ev-akademie-tutzing.de/rotunde
facebook.com/EATutzing
twitter.com/EATutzing

Zertifikatsnummer:
53275-1401-1007

www.climatepartner.com
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MEETING AT THE CASTLE

HOLIDAYS AT THE CASTLE

More Than You Expect!

THE AKADEMIE
The Evangelische Akademie Tutzing was founded in 1947. It brings
together people from politics, business, culture, the media and the church.
Many an impulse was born here and came to fruition in society. The
Akademie is a place of education through discourse. With up to one
hundred events – conferences, seminars, consultations, workshops, and
lectures – it addresses topics that move people. The Akademie promotes
mutual understanding and the search for solutions. It allows visitors to
deﬁne their position and form opinions. More than 8,000 people a year
take advantage of the inspiring conferences offered by this think tank.
The Evangelische Akademie Tutzing is also a place for encountering the
Christian faith. Tolerance and Christian responsibility form the basis of
its work.

THE PARK
Its unique location on the shores of Lake Starnberg and the vast grounds
with their population of century-old trees turn the castle park, laid out in
the style of an English landscape garden, into an unrivalled natural
monument - with a view of the picturesque backdrop of the Alps’
Karwendel, Wetterstein and Zugspitze mountains.

THE CASTLE

THE CUISINE

THE STAFF

Wild vine and ivy cling to the yellow facades. Coats of arms, old
wrought-iron windows, weathered baptismal fonts and late Roman
sarcophagi and fountains remind us of past owners of the castle. Today’s
appearance of the buildings dates back to Friedrich Graf von Vieregg
who commissioned the redesign of the baroque site between 1802 and
1816. Between 1869 and 1880, the Tutzing castle was owned by Eduard
von Hallberger, founder of the Deutsche Verlagsanstalt publishing
company. From 1921 until his death in 1930, the internationally
renowned Jewish art collector Marczell von Nemes, of Hungarian
origin, resided in the castle. During the Third Reich, the industrialist
and catholic centrist politician Albert Hackelsberger was the owner of
the property. He lost his life in a prison of the German Gestapo in 1940.
In the 1940s, the castle was owned by the Kaselowsky and Oetker
families, who turned it over to the Innere Mission, a German charity,
after WWII.

The culinary offering is characterised by a seasonal variety of food items
that are mainly produced in the region and supplied exclusively by
organic farmers. The gentle processing of the premium products
guarantees a high level of quality and freshness.

Under the leadership of the president of the Akademie, a team of seven
directors of studies with various educational backgrounds is dedicated
to a broad array of topics: Theology, politics, ecumenism, media, social
issues, families, gender and generational issues, economy, sustainable
development, medical ethics, bioethics, health care issues, spiritual care,
culture, arts, education policy, pedagogy, society, interreligious dialogue,
philosophy, and the forum for young people.

In 1947, Bishop Dr. theol. Hans Meiser decided to found the Evangelische Akademie Tutzing at this location. Over time the castle area was
expanded by including the estate buildings, redesigning the orangery
into a ballroom, and adding the rotunda.

CIRCLE OF FRIENDS
Since 1949 the Circle of Friends, a non-proﬁt society, has been supporting
and promoting the work of the Evangelische Akademie Tutzing.
Currently there are 21 local circles of friends all over Bavaria that
comprise more than 1,500 members. Its activities include lectures and
trips, as well as the “Bayerntag” (Bavaria Day) and a summer conference in
Tutzing.

THE FOUNDATION
In 2007 the Foundation Schloss Tutzing (Tutzing Castle) was founded.
Its objective, besides its commitment to the regional church and state
government, is to sustainably contribute to the maintenance of the entire
institution of Tutzing Castle.

THE COMMITTEE
The Evangelische Akademie Tutzing is advised by a committee in the
fulﬁlment of its objectives. Its members are from the ﬁelds of politics,
science, education, the media, the church and social work, amongst
others.

